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The objective of transparency initiatives at Bayer1 is
similar to that of the European Commission in the later
implemented 2019 EU Transparency Regulation2 (TR):
increasing the transparency of risk assessment in the
food chain. However, implementation of elements in the
TR present challenges for technology developers:

• The complexity of the TR brought changes in the
regulatory submission process leading to a high
degree of uncertainty for applicants.

• Due to the lack of transparency and dialogue to
address fundamental questions from stakeholders,
the initial TR objective is lost.

Introduction

Methodology

Bayer conducted an assessment of the TR and its
implementation by the European Food Safety Authority
(EFSA). The objective of the assessment was to identify
commonalities with Bayer’s transparency initiatives, and
key challenges and present them from the perspective of
Bayer as a technology developer.

Results

Below is a summary of the findings from our assessment.

• The general objective of the TR aligns with that of Bayer’s
transparency initiatives.

• Key practical challenges were identified with the study
notification process that applies to all regulated products. An
example for a GM plant study is provided in Figure 2.

• For pesticide product submissions, a new dossier format
(IUCLID) is required by the TR. The timeframe and manner of
its implementation by EFSA is already leading to significant
delays in the dossier evaluation process.

• The complexity of the TR requirements and regulatory data
generation has the potential to lead to delays in the risk
assessment due to reasons not related to transparency
(Figure 2C).

Conclusions

Bayer supports and acknowledges the importance of transparency in
the risk assessment, using an efficient and pragmatic approach and
processes that enable a consistent dialogue between all
stakeholders involved.

The elements of such processes should apply equally to all
stakeholders, consider the reality, specifics and complexity of
regulatory data generation, and guarantee that penalties are only
applied when the requirements are not followed for reasons related
to transparency. The current process poses several uncertainties for
technology developers that may lead to further delays in the EU
regulatory process, with the potential to negatively impact access to
innovations and new technologies for farmers and consumers.
Bayer proposes a detailed dialogue between impacted stakeholders
and EFSA to address sector-related concerns and ensure the TR
implementation ensures transparency for all parties involved.

1 https://www.bayer.com/en/agriculture/transparency-crop-science
2 European Commission Regulation (EU) 2019/1381 Figure 2. Panel A. General example of how a compositional assessment study is conducted in Bayer to support global and local regulatory submissions for a GM 

plant. Panel B. Example of country-specific study report generation. Panel C. Identified TR requirement challenges related to the study process.

Field trial and sample collection 

A. EXAMPLE OF A STUDY PROCESS:
compositional assessment of a GM plant

STUDY NOTIFICATION IN THE EFSA DATABASE PRIOR TO 
STUDY START

Fundamental impact on all global teams involved in one study 
(Panel A): one internal communication oversight can lead to 

study notification after the study start.   

C. TR REQUIREMENTS 
and key challenges

Sample preparation

Sample analysis

Quality assurance

Report reviews

Statistical analysis

B. DIFFERENT STUDY REPORTS
to address

global agency requirements

Global: five field sites; test and 
control samples

EU: eight field sites; test, 
control and reference samples

Global: ANOVA

EU: EFSA statistical analysis

Local teams review

NOTIFIED STUDY TO BE SUBMITTED TO EFSA IN FULL
Regulatory studies are conducted to confirm product safety 

following country-specific data requirements (Panel B). It is not 
confirmed by EFSA if the studies addressing the EU data 

requirements will be considered as studies in full.   

If TR requirements are not fulfilled and a valid justification is not 
provided, EFSA will apply a six-month penalty. There is no 

tangible clarity on what EFSA considers as a valid justification.

Figure 1. Transparency in Bayer Crop Science.
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